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Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have great potential for many distributed applications in different scenarios. As they grow
in popularity and importance, it becomes increasingly desirable and necessary to share their data over the Internet. This paper
presents an energy-aware middleware that focuses on integrating the Internet and WSNs at service level by providing transparency
of access, location, and technology. In particular, it describes and evaluates the implemented strategies to reduce the energy
consumption, which are essential for prolonging the WSN lifetime.

1. Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have great potential for
many applications in scenarios such as military target
tracking and surveillance, natural disaster relief, biomedical
health monitoring, hazardous environment exploration, and
seismic sensing. For that reason, they have received increas-
ing attention over the past few years. As WSNs become
more numerous and their data more valuable, it becomes
increasingly important to have common means to share data
over the Internet [1].

Since WSNs can be easily deployed in various envi-
ronments to monitor target objects and various conditions
and to collect information, they are considered one essen-
tial infrastructure for pervasive computing systems. Sensor
nodes can be embedded in walls, chairs, watches or stick on
the cups, bags, and so on, to gather users’ information. These
data can be crucial to pervasive computing applications, as
they provide the fundamental information of users’ context
and the underlying execution environment [2]. Also, the
WSN is one of the many networks that will compose the
Ambient Networks [3]. For all those reasons, integrating
WSN with the Internet has become increasingly desirable
and necessary.

A number of solutions have been proposed in recent
years to allow the WSN and Internet integration [4, 5, 16–
25]. Most of them aim at integrating those networks through

mapping protocol stacks and logical address formats used
in both networks. Those solutions focus on accessing the
network nodes through their logical addresses, which raises
several problems.

In this context, this paper extends a solution that aims at
integrating applications instead of networks (i.e., protocols
stack and/or logical address formats mapping) by incorpo-
rating strategies to reduce the WSN power consumption. The
proposed solution is an energy-aware middleware, namely,
WISeMid, that allows integrating applications, which are
considered services, in a transparent way. The unique
contributions of this paper are the proposed power-saving
mechanisms: Aggregation service, which aggregates the last
n data sensed by a node; Reply Storage Timeout, which
avoids sending equivalent messages to the sensor nodes while
the last sensed data is considered up-to-date; Automatic
Type Conversion, which removes unnecessary bytes from
the messages; the implementation of invocation asynchrony
patterns, which prevents the sensor application from wasting
power for being blocked during a service requesting. In
order to analyze the impact of the proposed strategies, we
also present a power consumption evaluation in an actual
application.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 outlines details of WISeMid’s main characteristics,
architecture, and implementation. Next, Section 3 describes
the power-saving strategies implemented in WISeMid.
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Figure 1: WISeMid logical view.
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Section 4 presents the analysis of the power consumption
of the proposed strategies. Section 5 presents related work.
Finally, Section 6 draws our conclusions and identifies future
work.

2. WISeMid

WISeMid (Wireless sensor network’s and Internet’s Services
integration Middleware) [6] is a communication infrastruc-
ture that supports the integration of WSNs and the Internet
at service level (see Figure 1). In this context, applications
running in the Internet/WSN nodes may play the role of
service providers or service users. In practice, a service
user must be able to communicate with a service provider
no matter whether they are running in the same network
or not. Hence, WISeMid should provide an infrastructure
that allows integrating these services in such a transparent
manner that a service should be accessed in the same
way irrespective of being provided by a WSN node or by
an Internet host. Additionally, WISeMid should support
application services developed in different technologies, such
as Java RMI, EJB and Web Services, although its current
implementation supports only WISeMid services and Web
Services.

Figure 2 presents a physical view of how WISeMid
spreads out through the Internet and WSN. The WISeMid
interface for application developers is exactly the same, but
the implementations for WSN and Internet are different,
as they have distinct requirements and components. The
physical communication is performed through an Internet
host that is connected to the WSN sink node via a serial
port (USB). This host executes a special WISeMid service
named SAGe, which acts as a proxy between both networks
(see Section 2.5).

2.1. Overview. In order to promote the networks integration
at service level, our middleware has to address some issues.
WISeMid should treat four different kinds of heterogeneity,
namely, operating system, network, hardware, and program-
ming language. WSN and Internet nodes have different
hardware platforms (e.g., PC and MicaZ nodes) and network
protocol stack (e.g., ZigBee and TCP/IP). In addition,
applications running in both networks are developed atop
different operating systems (e.g., Windows or Unix-based
OS, and TinyOS) and using distinct programming languages
(e.g., Java and nesC).

The heterogeneity of programming language raises
another issue: data type mapping. For example, consider that
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(1) module PACKAGE NAME {
(2) interface INTERFACE NAME {
(3) [OPER TYPE] OUTCOME TYPE OPER NAME (TYPE ARG1, . . .])

[raises (EXCEPTION NAME1, . . .)]
(4) } }

Algorithm 1

a service user is written in nesC (it runs in the WSN) and a
service provider is written in Java (it runs in the Internet).
When the service user invokes an operation in the service
provider, it is necessary to translate nesC data types into Java
ones in a transparent way to application developers.

Along with handling the considered heterogeneities, it is
also necessary to define a notation for describing services
(e.g., an Interface Definition Language), the basic abstrac-
tions used to build distributed applications (e.g., objects,
services), the communicating entities (e.g., client/servers,
peers), the way these entities communicate (e.g., syn-
chronously, asynchronously), and distributed services pro-
vided by the middleware (e.g., naming service, aggregation
service).

2.2. WISeMid IDL. As service is the key concept in the
proposed approach, it is necessary to propose a notation
to be used to describe services. For this particular purpose,
we have defined the WISeMid IDL—WISeMid Interface
Definition Language. It enables us to define service interfaces
in a uniform way, that is, wherever the service runs (Internet
or WSN) and whatever the implementation language (Java
or nesC), the service’s interface is described using a unique
language. The general structure of an interface defined in
WISeMid IDL is shown in Algorithm 1.

The module (package) that contains the service should
be initially specified (1). Then, the service interface includes
its name (2) and provided operations (3). Each operation
has a name, input/output typed parameters and may raise
exceptions. Additionally, an operation is by default a request-
response operation, but it may be defined as a one-
way operation, that is, no response is expected when the
operation is invoked.

2.3. Requirements. Considering the issues introduced in
Section 2.1, the following WISeMid’s requirements have been
identified:

(R01) service providers should register their services in
registry;

(R02) service users should access the registry for the service
it wants to use;

(R03) service users are not aware of the location of the
service being used (location transparency);

(R04) service users access local and remote services in a
similar way (access transparency);

(R05) service data should have the same interpretation
whatever the programming languages used to imple-
ment the service users and service providers;

(R06) service providers/users communicate among them-
selves using Request/Reply communication pattern;

(R07) service communication is synchronous; (R08) ser-
vices should be stateless and untyped for simplicity.

In addition to these requirements, which concern both
networks, there are some specific requirements regarding
the limited resources of sensor nodes: (R09) the messages
transmitted to the WSN should be kept as short as possible
(e.g., if an argument type uses four bytes to represent a
value but the argument value fits in one byte and there
is a compatible type that uses only one byte to represent
that value, our middleware should convert this argument to
the smaller type before sending it to a sensor node); (R10)
unnecessary messages should not be forwarded to the WSN
(e.g., when an Internet application requests a sensed data like
temperature, whose variability considering second/minute
time scale is not so significative, WISeMid may decide not to
forward this request to the WSN, returning to the application
the last value obtained from the WSN).

2.4. Architecture. The WISeMid architecture is depicted
in Figure 3 and consists of three layers: Infrastructure,
Distribution, and Common Services.

The Common Services layer includes services that are
not particular to a specific application domain: Aggregation,
which performs sensor data aggregation (it runs in the
WSN); Grouping, which defines clusters inside the WSN;
Naming, that stores information needed to access a service (it
runs in the Internet); SAGe, that is in charge of forwarding
messages from/to WSN (it runs in the Internet). Addi-
tionally, SAGe also provides location transparency acting
as a service proxy between both networks and performs
some tasks concerning the aforementioned WSN-specific
requirements (R09 and R10) in order to avoid waste of
sensors restricted resources (see Section 2.5).

The Distribution layer includes the following elements:
the Stub, which represents a local instance of the service
within the client process and offers the same interface
as the remote service; the Requestor, which constructs a
remote invocation on the client side from parameters such
as remote service location, service name, and arguments;
the Skeleton, which dispatches remote invocations to the
remote service using the invocation information sent by the
Requestor; the Marshaller, which serializes and deserializes
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Figure 3: WISeMid architecture.

the parameters passed between client and server using the
WIOP Messages. WIOP is our middleware interoperability
protocol, which defines the Request/Reply messages between
client and server.

The Infrastructure layer consists of the Client Request
Handler and the Server Request Handler, which handle
network communication using the communication facilities
provided by the operating systems, for example, sockets
(Windows) and ActiveMessageC (TinyOS).

As sensor nodes have limited resources, some elements
of the WISeMid architecture are not present in the WSN: the
Requestor is not implemented by the WSN service users (its
functions are deployed by the Stub), and WIOP messages are
treated as byte sequences, which means that the Marshaller is
not necessary.

2.5. Implementation. The WISeMid implementation is
divided into two parts, one for the WSN nodes, developed in
nesC, and another for the Internet hosts, developed in Java.
Implementation details of the main middleware elements are
described as follows.

2.5.1. WIOP. The WISeMid Inter-ORB Protocol (WIOP)
is a GIOP-based protocol that defines the Request/Reply
messages between clients and servers. A WIOP message is
divided into header and body, as depicted in Figure 4. The
WIOP message header is composed of the following fields:
���������� (e.g., big endian or little endian); ���	
��
(e.g., request or reply message); ������, which stores the
message size in bytes. It is worth noting that WIOP messages
do not contain fields for source/destination ID (such as sen-
sor ID or IP address). That happens because, as other inter-
ORB protocols (e.g., GIOP), WIOP uses the protocols of the
lower layers in both networks (i.e., Active Message in WSN
and TCP/IP in the Internet) and WISeMid infrastructure,
more specifically SAGe, handles the information concerning
addressing.

The WIOP message body may contain a Request or a
Reply message. Those messages, which have also a header and
a body, are illustrated in Figure 5.

The Request message header’s main fields are: �������
���, which stores the Request message ID; ���������

��������, which signals whether the request expects a
Reply message or not; ���������, which is the ID of the
requested service; ���������, which represents the name
of the operation being invoked. Those are the fields that
compose the Request message header in the Internet version
of WIOP (called WIOPi). The version that runs in the WSN
(called WIOPs) contains three additional fields (that are
emphasized in Figure 5): �������������and ����������,
which are the current and last packet ID, respectively,
and ������������, which represents the length of the
operation name. This last field is necessary because the
operation field has no fixed size. It is adjusted to the length of
the operation name, to keep the message as minimal as pos-
sible (meeting the (R09) requirement). Furthermore, a single
WIOPs may not be enough to transmit the total amount
of data to/from a WSN service, due to the size limitation
imposed by TinyOS’ Active Message [7]. In such cases,
the data is divided into many WIOPs messages, and the
������������� and ���������� fields are used to control
the message fragmentation/reassembly at the sensor node
and SAGe.

The Request body consists of the number of arguments
(�������) followed by a sequence of type and value of
each argument. Also, the way arguments are stored in the
Request body is different for the WSN version. In the WIOPi,
the arguments are stored one by one, with each argument
being composed of a type and a value. For example, three
arguments would be stored in the following sequence: type1,
value1, type2, value2, type3, value3. In the WIOPs, only the
first argument is individually stored (with its type and value
in a row). From the second argument on, the arguments
are grouped into pairs where the types of both arguments
come first followed by their respective values. That happens
because types are represented by integer numbers between 0
and 11 (e.g., the ����� type is represented by the number 7),
and therefore each type can be stored in only 4 bits. Hence
two types can be grouped into one byte, being followed by
their related argument values. In this case, three arguments
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would be stored in the following sequence: type1, value1,
type2, type3, value2, value3.

The Reply message header main fields are: �������

���, which stores the related Request message ID; ���

��
������, which signals whether there was any excep-
tion while executing the request, and its possible values
are NO EXCEPTION (0), USER EXCEPTION (1), SYS-
TEM EXCEPTION (2), and LOCATION FORWARD (3).
Analogously to the Request message header, the Reply mes-
sage header in the WSN version also contains the addi-
tional fields related to the message fragmentation/reassem-
bly: ������������� and ����������.

The Reply body is composed of the result type and its
value for both formats: the Internet and WSN (see Figure 5).

Besides saving energy by its reduced size, the sensor
message format is also concerned about sensor-limited
processing as it is already deployed as a byte array, avoiding
the need of a Marshaller implementation.

The WISeMid Naming Service and Internet services use
the Internet format (WIOPi), while the sensor services use
the WSN format (WIOPs). Only SAGe handles both formats.

2.5.2. Naming Service. The WISeMid Naming Service stores
the references of services executing in the Internet and WSN
in such way that a service may only be accessed/used after
being registered in the Naming Service. The Naming Service’s
interface includes five operations: Bind, to register a service
by its name, associating it with its reference; Lookup, to
return the reference associated to a service name; Rebind,
to change the reference that is associated with a service
name; Unbind, to unregister a service name; List, to list all

registered services. The service reference includes the service
ID, endianness, the IP address, and the port number. In the
case the service is running in the WSN (i.e., the sensor node
has not an IP address), the stored IP address is the SAGe
address, as described next.

2.5.3. SAGe. As stated in Section 2.4, SAGe is an important
element in WISeMid architecture. Running in the Internet
host connected to the WSN sink node via a serial port
(see Figure 2), SAGe’s main function is to act as a service
proxy between both networks by enabling the commu-
nication between services running on the Internet hosts
and WSN nodes in a transparent way. Furthermore, SAGe
also performs some tasks concerning the previously defined
requirements that are specific to WSN: (R09) and (R10).
The rest of this section describes how SAGe provides the
location transparency and implements the WSN require-
ments.

(a) Binding of a WSN Service. Once a WSN service starts,
it sends a message invoking the Bind operation of the
Naming Service. When SAGe receives that message, it
creates a ���������������� to the WSN service including
the SAGe’s IP address and port and then sends a bind
request to the Naming Service, registering the WSN service
as a SAGe service. It also keeps the created reference
cached as a ��������������������, which assigns the
���������������� to the node ID of the sensor providing
the service. In such manner, SAGe knows which sensor node
a Request message to a WSN service must be forwarded to.
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(b) Invocation of a WSN Service. When the SAGe receives
a (WIOPi) Request message from the Internet invoking a
WSN service, it converts the message to a WIOPs Request
and sends it to the WSN using the ��������������������
that was cached when the WSN service was bound. Once the
Reply message from the sensor service provider is received,
SAGe converts it into a WIOPi Reply message and forwards
it to the Internet service user. If no ��������������������
is found, SAGe does not forward the request to the WSN
(avoiding the transmission of unnecessary messages as stated
in the (R10) requirement). Instead, it sends a Reply message
reporting an error to the Internet host that requested the
service.

(c) Invocation of an Internet Service. When a sensor node
service performs a lookup for an Internet service, SAGe
checks if this service is already known, that is, if its reference
is cached. If the service is unknown, SAGe converts and
forwards the lookup request to the WISeMid Naming
Service. When it receives the WIOPi Reply, it stores the
returned ���������������� and sends the service ID to
the sensor node service. Using the received service ID, the
WSN service invokes the Internet service operation. When
SAGe receives the sensor Request message, it uses the cached
���������������� to invoke the requested operation and,
once the Reply message arrives, SAGe converts and forwards
it to the sensor node service user.

3. Proposed Approaches for Energy-Saving in
Middleware for WSN

As energy is crucial and scarce resource in WSNs, performing
energy-saving methods is essential to extend the sensor nodes
lifetime and thus the WSN lifetime. This section proposes
approaches for conserving energy in middleware for WSN.

3.1. Aggregation. Communication in wireless sensor net-
works is very expensive in terms of energy because a sensor
node spends most of its energy in data transmission and
reception. For that reason, techniques have been developed
to reduce overall data communication, such as data aggrega-
tion.

Data aggregation consists of aggregating redundant or
correlated data in order to reduce the overall size of sent data,
thus decreasing the network traffic and energy consumption
[8]. To perform the data aggregation, a function is applied
to all sensors data. This aggregation function may be simple,
such as average, mode, sum, minimum, and maximum or it
may be more complex, like approximate contours of nodes’
residual energy or approximate the boundary line between
sensing and no-sensing (e.g., of light) with a straight line or
a parabola (for details, see [9]).

Besides this in-network data aggregation, which is used
by most middleware, we propose an aggregation service
which aggregates the last n data sensed by a node. The effect
of this service is to aggregate results of services provided by
a sensor node, sending only one (1) reply message instead
of n. In addition to avoiding the transmission of n − 1 reply

messages, this procedure also eliminates the need of sending
n− 1 requests. The service user may send just one request to
receive the same n values but in an aggregated form.

3.2. Reply Storage Timeout. Some physical aspects sensed by
a sensor node, such as temperature, do not present a great
variability considering second/minute time scale. Hence, if a
node is requested to sense, process, and return this kind of
data very often, the returned data are likely to be the same
during a short period of time.

As stated previously, avoiding unnecessary communica-
tion is an efficient manner of saving energy. With that in
mind, we propose a solution that aims at preventing the
transmission of redundant data. The approach consists of
avoiding sending equivalent Request messages (i.e., messages
asking for the same service with the same parameters)
during a short period of time. Assuming that some sensed
values do not change very quickly, sending the same Request
for the same service in a short time period will likely
return the same value, resulting in unnecessary processing
and energy consumption. Hence, SAGe groups equivalent
Request messages, and, for a configurable period of time,
only one Request is sent to the sensor service provider, and
the received Reply message is stored and forwarded as an
answer to all the equivalent Request messages that arrive
during that period. For the cases where the sensed value
changes very often, this procedure may be turned off by
setting to null (i.e., 0 seconds) the Reply message storage
timeout.

3.3. Automatic Type Conversion. Since the transmission/
reception of data is very energy consuming, the more data
is sent/received by a sensor, the more energy is spent.
Depending on the programming language used to develop
the application, data types have a number of bytes to be
represented. No matter the language, the data occupies
all bytes it needs to represent the maximum number it
supports. For instance, in Java, a ���� takes 8 bytes to
represent a signed integer. Therefore, it has a minimum value
of −9,223,372,036,854,775,808 and a maximum value of
9,223,372,036,854,775,807 (inclusive). However, any integer
value within this range will be stored in 8 bytes, no matter
if only 1 byte should be enough to represent it. The value
“1,” for example, will have 7 bytes filled with null bits (i.e.,
“0”) preceding (or succeeding, depending on the adopted
endianness) a byte with the binary representation of the
number “1.”

The (R09) WSN specific requirement defined in Sec-
tion 2.3 says that the messages transmitted to the WSN
should be kept as short as possible. To meet this requirement,
SAGe performs an additional step when converting an
Internet Request message into a sensor Request message.
For each argument in the Request body, it tries to fit the
argument value in a smaller type (i.e., a compatible type
that uses less bytes). For instance, if the argument is a ����

(an integer of 8 bytes) but its value is “525,” it can be stored
into a ����� (an integer of 2 bytes). Thus SAGe converts the
argument from a ���� into a ����� and adds only 2 bytes to
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(1) module MidReqHandlerM {. . .}
(2) implementation {. . .
(3) command void ReqHandler.ffInvoker (bool repEx,

uint8 t servId, char∗ op,
uint8 t∗ arg, uint16 t argSize) {

(4) if (requestId >= 63) requestId = 0;
(5) else requestId++;
(6) call WiopMsg.create request header(&req, requestId,

repEx);
(7) call WiopMsg.setCurrentPacket (1);
(8) call WiopMsg.setLastPacket (1);
(9) call WiopMsg.setServiceId (servId);
(10) call WiopMsg.setOperation (op, strlen(op));
(11) call WiopMsg.setArguments (args, argSize);
(12) call sender.sendMessage (&req,

call WiopMsg.getMsgSize ());
(13) } }

Algorithm 2

the WIOPs message instead of the original 8 bytes, avoiding
the transmission of unnecessary 6 bytes. The same step is
performed for the result value of WIOPi Reply messages
when converting them into WIOPs Reply messages.

3.4. Invocation Asynchrony Patterns. For simplicity, we have
specified that the service communication is synchronous
(R07). However, synchronous invocation blocks the service
user (client) until the result returned from the service
provider (server) is received. When a service user is running
in a sensor node, it keeps consuming power while waiting
for the answer without executing any task. For that reason,
we decided to extend this requirement by adding invocation
asynchrony patterns, which enable the client to resume its
work immediately after a remote invocation is sent. The idea
is to prevent the sensor application from wasting power for
being blocked during a service requesting.

Four invocation asynchrony patterns, which are pre-
sented in [10], have been implemented in WISeMid and are
described as follows.

3.4.1. Fire and Forget. There are services with operations that
neither have a return value nor report exceptions. For that
reason, the service user (client) should not keep waiting for
an answer as there will not be one.

The Fire and Forget pattern is appropriated for that kind
of service. It describes one-way operations with “best effort”
semantics. Once the invocation is sent across the network by
the Requestor, the service user (client) is free to resume its
work. Remoting errors during the sending of the invocation
to the remote service, or errors that were raised during the
execution of the remote invocation, cannot be reported back
to the client. The client is unaware of whether the invocation
is executed successfully by the remote object.

A code snippet of the RequestHandler component (called
 �����!������ ) for a sensor service that adopts this

pattern is presented in Algorithm 2. The code is written in
nesC.

The Request Handler invoker command (3) receives the
remote service ID, the operation name, and the operation
arguments as parameters. After calculating the request ID
(4)-(5), it creates the message (6)–(11) and sends it (12),
returning the execution flow to the component who called
this command.

3.4.2. Sync with Server. There are some situations when a
service user (client) needs to know if its request has been
received by the service provider (server), even if the requested
operation neither has a return value nor reports exceptions.
Sync with Server addresses these needs.

Analogously to the Fire and Forget pattern, the Sync
with Server pattern also works only for one-way operations,
but in this case the service user is notified about the
successful delivery of the invocation to the service provider.
The service user sends the invocation and waits for a reply
from the service provider informing it about the successful
reception (but not the execution) of the invocation. Only
after that reply is received by the Requestor, the service
user execution continues. The service provider executes the
invocation independently after sending the acknowledgment
of the invocation reception.

It is worth noting that although Sync with Server enables
informing the service user of system errors (such as failed
transmission of the invocation), it does not allow the service
user to be informed about application errors during the
remote invocation (as this happens asynchronously after the
acknowledgment has already been sent to the user).

A code snippet of the RequestHandler component (called
 �����!������ ) for a sensor service that adopts the Sync
with Service pattern is presented in Algorithm 3. The code is
written in nesC.

Analogously to the Fire and Forget pattern code pre-
sented previously, the Request Handler invoker command
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(1) module MidReqHandlerM {. . .}
(2) implementation {. . .
(3) command void ReqHandler.ssInvoker (bool repEx,

uint8 t servId, char∗ op,
uint8 t∗ arg, uint16 t argSize) {

(4) uint8 t tryMax = 0;
(5) if (requestId >= 63) requestId = 0;
(6) else requestId++;
(7) call WiopMsg.create request header (&req, requestId,

repEx);
(8) call WiopMsg.setCurrentPacket (1);
(9) call WiopMsg.setLastPacket (1);
(10) call WiopMsg.setServiceId (servId);
(11) call WiopMsg.setOperation (op, strlen (op));
(12) call WiopMsg.setArguments (args, argSize);
(13) call sender.sendMessage (&req,

call WiopMsg.getMsgSize ());
(14) while (!hasResponse (requestId)) {
(15) call ThreadSleep.sleep (50);
(16) if (++tryMax > 100) return (int8 t ∗) 0;}
(17) getResponse (requestId);
(18) } }

Algorithm 3

(3) receives the remote service ID, the operation name, and
the operation arguments as parameters. After calculating the
request ID (5)-(6), it creates the message (7)–(12) and sends
it (13). The main difference between them is that the invoker
that implements the Sync with Server pattern waits for an
answer (14)–(17), which is actually an acknowledgment that
the message has been received by the service provider.

3.4.3. Poll Object. The Poll Object pattern is designed
for request-response operations. It provides service users
(clients) with the means to query a distributed object
middleware about whether an asynchronous reply to the
request has arrived, and if so, to obtain the return value. The
Poll Object is created by the Requestor to enable the service
user to resume its execution after sending the invocation,
while the Poll Object keeps waiting for the service provider’s
reply. The Poll object then provides (at least) two operations:
one to check whether the result is available and another to
actually return the result to the calling client.

In order to provide a better understanding, a code
snippet of a sensor application that implements the Poll
Object pattern is shown in Algorithm 4.

The �"������� application is used in the evalua-
tion process (presented in Section 4). It just sequentially
requests a service that is provided by the Internet (called
��#"$%�	�"%). The application is composed of 4 (four)
events which are timers that are scheduled by the appli-
cation itself. The first event (3)–(5) requests the Naming
Service’s lookup operation to discover the service ID of the
��#"$%�	�"% service (4). Then it starts the timer (5) of the
second event (6)–(10), which keeps checking periodically if
the reply for the Naming Service request has arrived (7).
If so, it schedules the next event (10), which is responsible

for requesting the desired ��#"$%�	�"% service’s operation
(12) and starting the fourth event (13). This last event just
checks periodically if the reply for the request has arrived
(15).

3.4.4. Result Callback. Some services need to be informed
immediately if the result becomes available to the
REQUESTOR, so that it can react on the availability of
the result. Result Callback suits that purpose. Also used for
request-response operations, this pattern allows the service
user to react immediately to the results of asynchronous
invocations, as it actively notifies the requesting service user
of the returning result.

The major difference between Poll Object and Result
Callback is that the latter requires an event-driven design,
whereas the former allows large parts of the client to be
written using a synchronous execution model.

To emphasize the difference between those two patterns,
a code snippet of the same �#������� application now
using the Result Callback pattern is presented in Algorithm 5.

Similarly to the Poll Object pattern, this application is
composed of 4 (four) events. The first one (3)-(4) requests
the Naming Service’s lookup operation to discover the
service ID of the ��#"$%�	�"% service (4). The second
event (5)–(7) is executed when the lookup result is received
by the middleware, then it schedules the next event (7),
which is responsible for requesting the desired ��#"$%�	�"%
service’s operation (9). The last event (10)–(13) occurs when
the result for the requested operation is received by the
middleware. It performs the necessary actions depending on
the result value (11)-(12) and schedules the next request of
the ��#"$%�	�"% service (13).
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(1) module POExampleM {. . .}
(2) implementation {. . .
(3) event void Timer1.fired () {
(4) call NamingService.lookup (“RECOGNITION”);
(5) call Timer2.startPeriodic (100); // Waiting for

the result}
(6) event void Timer2.fired () {
(7) if (call PollObject.resultAvailable ()) {

//If there is a result. . .
(8) call Timer2.stop (); //. . . stop this timer
(9) call Recongition.setServiceId (∗((int16 t∗) call

PollObject.getResult ()));
(10) call Timer3.startOneShot (80000);

//Start sending the message } }
(11) event void Timer3.fired () {
(12) call Recognition.isHuman (arrImage, size);
(13) call Timer4.startPeriodic (50); //Waiting for

the result! }
(14) event void Timer4.fired () {
(15) if (call PollObject.resultAvailable ()) {

//If there is a result. . .
(16) call Timer3.startOneShot (time); //send the

message again!
(17) call Timer4.stop ();}
(18) } }

Algorithm 4

(1) module RCExampleM {. . .}
(2) implementation {. . .
(3) event void Timer1.fired () {
(4) call NamingService.lookup (“RECOGNITION”);}
(5) event void ResultCallback.result lookup (uint8 t error,

int32 t servId) {//If there is a result . . .
(6) call Recognition.setServiceId (∗ ((int16 t∗) servId));
(7) call Timer2.startOneShot (80000); //Start sending

the message!}
(8) event void Timer2.fired () {
(9) call Recognition.isHuman (arrImage, size);}
(10) event void ResultCallback.result isHuman (uint8 t error,

bool result) {
(11) if (result) {. . .}
(12) else {. . .}
(13) call Timer2.startOneShot (time); //Send the message

again!}
(14) }

Algorithm 5

Comparing both codes, the main differences are in the
events that check/receive the reply. In the Poll Object pattern,
those events were timers scheduled by the application itself to
check periodically if the reply had arrived (see POExampleM,
lines (6) and (14)). Here in the Sync with Server pattern, the
events are generated by the middleware infrastructure, which
detects the arrival of the reply and notifies the application (5)
and (10).

For the sake of clarity, the equivalent code used in a syn-
chronous communication pattern is shown in Algorithm 6.

As the asynchronous ones (�#������� and �"�����

��� ), this code (�
���������#) just sequentially requests
a service that is provided by the Internet (called ��#"$%��

	�"%).
The previously presented codes show that asynchronous

patterns split the service request into two different actions:
sending the request and checking/receiving the reply. In
contrast with that, the synchronous pattern combines those
actions in a single line of code. When it sends the lookup
request to the Naming Service, it blocks the application
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(1) module SyncExampleC {}
(2) implementation {
(3) event void senderThread.run (void∗ arg) {
(4) call Recongition.setServiceId (call

NamingService.lookup (“RECOGNITION”));
(5) call senderThread.sleep (60000);
(6) while (TRUE) {
(7) call Recognition.isHuman (arrImage, size);
(8) call senderThread.sleep (5000);
(9) } } }

Algorithm 6

execution and waits for the result (4). The same occurs when
it requests the ��#"$%�	�"% service (7).

4. Evaluation

This section presents results about some experiments that
analyze how those methods affect power consumption in the
sensor node.

For all scenarios, we use two IRIS motes [11]: one
connected to an MTS400 basic environment sensor board,
running the application that constitutes the scenario; the
other connected to n MIB520 USB programming board,
working as a base station (BS), that is, the sink node. The
BS is connected to an Internet host that runs the WISeMid
SAGe service or TinyOS SerialForwarder application, which
acts as a proxy between WSN and the Internet. Also, two
other services run on Internet hosts: the Naming service and
the service/application under evaluation.

In order to estimate the power consumption of the sensor
node, an oscilloscope (Agilent DSO03202A) has been used.
A PC is connected to the oscilloscope that captures the code
snippet execution start and end times by monitoring a led
of the sensor, which is turned on/off to signalize execution
start/end. The PC runs a tool called AMALGHMA [12],
which is responsible for calculating the power consumption.

In order to make the results more reliable, all values
presented here are actually a mean value of 100 executions
of the code in study.

4.1. Aggregation. The first scenario studies the energy-
saving offered by the Aggregation service. For that purpose,
an Internet service user requests a sensor service that
provides the sensed temperature. In the first case, with
the Aggregation service off, the Internet service sends 30
requests in a row, with an interval of 100 ms between the
messages. The reason for using 30 messages is to make the
difference between the energy consumption for both cases
more evident without being costly. Sending only one would
result in no difference whereas more than thirty would make
the measurements slower and difficult to synchronize with
the oscilloscope window. The interval of 100 ms between
consecutive messages is necessary to assure that the next
message will only be sent after the previous one has been
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Figure 6: Energy saving by using the WISeMid’s aggregation
service.

completely transmitted. Smaller values have been tried but
some messages were still being lost.

When the Aggregation service is on, only one request
is sent by the Internet service user. In this case, the sensor
service provider returns one value which corresponds to the
aggregation of the last 30 sensed values. The aggregation
function is the average.

As Figure 6 shows, the Aggregation service saves 96.57%
of energy. That significative energy-saving is due to avoiding
the transmission of 58 messages (29 requests and 29 replies),
which would be necessary if the Aggregation service was not
available.

4.2. Reply Storage Timeout. SAGe’s feature Reply Storage
Timeout is evaluated in this scenario. When this feature is
on, SAGe stores every WSN Reply message for a given period
of time and forwards it to all equivalent Request messages
that arrive during this period, avoiding to send Requests that
will return the same result (see Section 2.5). To evaluate that,
an Internet service user requests the Temperature service 50
consecutive times. We increased the number of requisitions
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Figure 7: Energy saving by using the SAGe’s reply storage feature.

from 30 to 50 in order to make the difference between
the energy consumption for both cases more noticeable.
For the same reason, we set the timeout value to 4 s. Also,
we decided to make this scenario more realistic by using
random intervals between consecutive requisitions. Thus
those intervals are now randomly generated following a
Uniform distribution with parameters 200 and 400, which
allows the reception of 10 to 20 requisitions during the
4 s period a Reply message is stored, depending on the
generated values. It is worth mentioning that to compare
the power consumption with this feature on and off,
the same seed was used for the Uniform distribution in
corresponding iterations in both cases. We consider the
random intervals between consecutive requisitions to be a
more realistic scenario because it represents different clients
sending equivalent requisitions during the observed period
of time (4 s).

Figure 7 shows that, by avoiding the transmission of
unnecessary requests to the WSN, this SAGe feature saves
84.98% of energy in the studied scenario, which is a very
significant energy-saving rate.

4.3. Automatic Type Conversion. To evaluate the Automatic
Type Conversion performed by SAGe, a simple service is
provided by the sensor. This service has an operation that sets
an attribute of type ���� (an integer that is represented in
8 bytes) and returns an acknowledgment. An Internet service
user requests this operation with value “1” (one). As this
value fits in type &
��, when the Automatic Type Conversion
feature is on, SAGe converts the parameter type from ����

to &
�� and only one byte is used to transmit the value “1,”
instead of 8 bytes.

Similarly to the Aggregation scenario, an Internet service
user sends 30 requests in a row to the sensor service provider,
with an interval of 100 ms between the messages.
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The results for this evaluation are illustrated in Figure 8.
For the described scenario, the energy-saving gain is 4%
when the Automatic Type Conversion is performed by SAGe.
Although this is not a very expressive gain, it is still an
important gain as every little bit of energy that is saved in
a wireless sensor network contributes to preserve and extend
its lifetime.

4.4. Invocation Asynchrony Patterns. The Invocation Asyn-
chrony Patterns have to be grouped to be compared. The
two patterns that enable one-way operations are compared
whereas the two patterns designed for request-response
operations are analyzed together.

4.4.1. Fire and Forget versus Sync with Server. The one-
way operation scenario is composed of a Logging service
implemented as a remote service provider in the Internet
(see Figure 9). Sensor services use this service to record log
messages, and this action must not influence the execution
of the service user. In both cases, the service user sends
30 messages to the Internet with an interval of 100 ms
between them. The reason for using 30 messages is to make
the difference between the power consumption for both
cases more evident without being costly. Sending only one
would result in an almost unnoticeable difference whereas
more than thirty would make the measurements slower and
difficult to synchronize with the oscilloscope window. The
interval of 100 ms between consecutive messages is necessary
to assure the next message will only be sent after the previous
one has been completely transmitted. Smaller values have
been tried but messages were still being lost.

Since SAGe acts like a service proxy between both
networks, we decided to develop two different implemen-
tations of Sync with Server. One synchronizes with the
service provider as the pattern states. The other one actually
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Figure 9: Scenario.

synchronizes with SAGe, which means that SAGe will
acknowledge the reception of the invocation instead of the
real service provider at the Internet. Figure 10 illustrates the
results for both patterns including the two implementations
of Sync with Server.

As expected, Fire and Forget is the one that spends
less energy, since it ends the process the moment the
invocation is sent. On the other hand, the higher power
consumption happens when the sensor service user (the
client) synchronizes with the Internet service provider (i.e.,
the server). Comparing these two patterns, the sensor saves
61.27% of energy when Fire and Forget is adopted. That
huge difference is due to the tasks performed in SAGe (such
as message translation) plus the round-trip delay time from
SAGe to the server, when Sync with Server is used.

As the middle ground, when the service user synchro-
nizes with SAGe, it consumes 42.79% less energy while
waiting for the acknowledgment from SAGe than if it
synchronized with the service. Nevertheless, using Fire and
Forget pattern still saves 32.29% of energy when compared
to this alternative approach.

4.4.2. Poll Object versus Result Callback versus Synchronous
Invocation. The request-response scenario consists of a
Monitoring sensor service which captures images when the
presence of any moving target is detected but should only
report human presence. Therefore, it has to perform an
image recognition procedure to avoid reporting the presence
of a cat, for example. As this kind of procedure is too
computationally demanding and resource consuming, it
requests an image recognition service that is provided by an
Internet host (see Figure 9).

The first pattern we analyzed was Poll Object. The time
interval it waits to check if the answer has arrived affects the
sensor service performance. If that interval is very short, this
pattern behavior may have to check many times for an answer
before it really receives it. On the other hand, if it waits too
long, it may waste time waiting for an answer that has already

arrived. For that reason, we analyzed how the checking time
interval affects the power consumption of a sensor node.
Figure 11 presents the results. For the scenario in study, the
results show that 50 ms is the best choice for the checking
time, as it has the smaller power consumption.

Now comparing the power consumption of a sensor
node that adopts the Poll Object pattern, with a checking
interval time of 50 ms, to a node that uses synchronous
communication pattern (see Figure 12), we can observe that
Poll Object pattern saves 43.91% of energy. Comparing Poll
Object to the Result Callback pattern, the energy saving is
12.34%, which is still a significant rate. Finally, comparing
the synchronous communication to the Result Callback,
which has the best results, we can obtain 50.83% of energy
saving.

4.5. Requesting Internet Services. One of WISeMid’s main
characteristics is that it allows sensor nodes to be not only
service providers, but also service users. There are several
situations in which asking for a node outside the network to
perform a task is more suitable than performing it in network
(see Section 5.1). It may be even less costly in terms of power
consumption to request the service outside the WSN. This
section evaluates an environment monitoring application
that shows this strategy. This application is composed of
a Monitoring service that runs on a sensor node and a
Positioning service which estimates the sensor node position
and is provided by an Internet host. Sensor nodes are mobile
and must discover its location/position before reporting
measured data (see [13] for examples of real applications
with mobile sensor nodes).

This application has two possible implementations:
centralized and distributed. Both versions use measurements
of distance between every node and its neighbors. In the
centralized version, all sensor nodes send information about
their neighbors to a central machine (outside WSN) with
plenty of computation power where the nodes positions are
calculated and sent back to the network. In the distributed
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Figure 11: Power consumption of poll object with different check-
ing time intervals.

version, each node is responsible for calculating its position
using information about its neighbors. Details of this
localization approach, including implementation description
and accuracy evaluation results, can be found in [14, 15].

Considering those information, we were able to estimate
the energy consumption for both versions of this approach.
The centralized version consumption comprises the energy
that a node spends by requesting its location to a service
(Positioning service) that is provided by the Internet. It
is worth mentioning that synchronous communication is
being used, therefore this power consumption includes
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Figure 12: Power consumption of poll object, result callback and
synchronous methods.

the time the sensor keeps waiting for the reply (i.e., the
computation time of the algorithm plus the round-trip delay
time which involves SAGe’s tasks). Moreover, to perform
the localization algorithm, the Positioning service must have
received the neighbor information of all WSN nodes. Hence,
we have added to this calculation the energy consumption
of all sensor nodes sending a message with their neighbors
information. Those values are presented in Figure 13.

For the distributed version, the values shown in Figure 13
represent the estimated power consumption of all messages
that have to be exchanged for the position calculation.
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That value actually comprises the estimation of the number
of messages that each node sends during all the localization
algorithm execution, which involves several iterations in the
optimization process [14] and different types of messages
[15]. This estimated number of messages was used to
measure the power a sensor node consumes to send all those
messages, then this measured value was multiplied by the
number of sensor nodes that compose the WSN.

Figure 13 shows the estimated power consumption for
both versions considering different sizes of network.

As one can observe, in some situations, asking for a
node outside the network to perform a task is more suitable
than performing it in network. For this specific applica-
tion that uses this localization algorithm, the centralized
version consumes approximately 98% less energy than the
distributed version. That huge energy-saving rate is due to
the great number of messages that have to be exchanged by
the sensor nodes in the distributed version. In a network with
200 nodes, for instance, approximately 22,400 messages are
transmitted.

It is important to emphasize that those are particular
results which are specific for this application using this
localization approach.

5. Related Work

This section presents relevant previous works related to the
integration of WSNs and the Internet as well as middleware
for WSNs.

5.1. Integrating WSNs and the Internet. Some approaches
have been proposed to integrate WSNs and the Internet.
The simplest one is the gateway-based approach, which may
use an application layer gateway, translating query messages
from one side (typically the Internet) into messages that
can be understood on the other side (usually the WSN)
[1, 4, 16, 17], or a Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN) gateway,
providing interoperability between and among WSNs, which
are considered DTN networks [18, 19].

Overlay-based approaches have been proposed, where
some sensor nodes use the TCP/IP protocols or some hosts
use WSN protocols [20]. Also, mobile agents have been used
to dynamically access the WSN from the Internet [21].

Although directly employing the TCP/IP suite in the
WSN would enable its seamless integration with TCP/IP
networks, this approach has several problems [22]: the
addressing and routing schemes of IP are host-centric and
does not fit well with the sensor network paradigm, where
the main interest is the data generated by the sensors and the
individual sensor is of minor importance and therefore uses
data-centric routing and addressing; the header overhead
in TCP/IP is very large for small packets, and its size
may constitute nearly 90% of each packet when sending
a few bytes of sensor data, which is not acceptable as it
wastes valuable energy in radio transmission; TCP does not
perform well over wireless links networks where packets
frequently are dropped because of bit errors; the end-to-end
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Figure 13: Power consumption of a sensor position estimation
method being performed by the WSN or by the Internet.

retransmissions used by TCP consume energy at every hop
of the retransmission path. Also, sensor nodes memory and
computational resources are limited and not able to run a
full instance of the TCP/IP protocol stack. For this problem,
some works have proposed simplified versions of TCP/IP
protocol stack, like [23, 24].

A reflective, service-oriented middleware for WSN is
proposed in [25]. The middleware acts as a broker between
applications and the WSN, translating application require-
ments into WSN configuration parameters. It monitors
both network and application execution states, performing a
network adaptation whenever it is needed. From an external
point of view, applications are service requestors and sink
nodes are service providers, releasing the descriptions of the
WSN services and offering access to these services. From
an internal point of view, sinks are the service requestors,
and sensor nodes are the service providers. Sensors send the
descriptions of their services to sink nodes, which keep a
repository of the service descriptors of each type of existing
sensor in the network. Although it has some similarities with
our proposal, as it is a service-oriented middleware, with
service providers and consumers (requestors), it focuses on
network adaptation capability. Besides, it assumes that the
WSN is a service provider, but not a service consumer.

The implementation of tiny web services directly on
sensor nodes is presented in [5], including an XML parser,
an HTTP server, and a simplified TCP/IP protocol stack. As
the previous approach, it considers the sensor nodes as being
only service providers (actually, web service providers), not
consumers.

Unlike most of the mentioned works, this paper proposes
a solution that focuses on integrating the Internet and WSN
at service level instead of integrating protocol stacks and/or
mapping logical address. Also, even though some proposals
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are service oriented, they only allow requesting services
offered by the WSN, as most integration approaches only
focuses on accessing the sensor nodes data from the Internet
and not the other way around.

Although this is the usual situation, as sensors are
typically measured data providers, there are some cases
where it is better for the sensor to request a service outside
the WSN. There are basically three cases or three types of
services that are more suitable to be requested from outside
the WSN than being executed by the sensor nodes.

The first type comprises the applications that are too
computationally demanding. Applications that require the
accurate positioning of sensor nodes usually fit in this
category. The simplest way to determine a sensor node
location is to equip this node with a global positioning
system (GPS); however this is currently a costly solution
in terms of energy consumption, hardware cost, and com-
putation capabilities. For that reason, the usual solution
consists of equipping only a few nodes with a GPS and
using the information about their location as input for some
method to estimate the position of the other nodes. The
accuracy of those localization methods is usually related to
the computational complexity of the algorithm employed.
Intuitively, the more complex, the localization algorithm is,
the better accuracy can be obtained [15]. Therefore, accurate
localization methods are not suitable to run in sensor nodes
as they have limited resources. Rather, they can be executed
on a central machine with plenty of computational power.
Each sensor node gathers the measurements of distances
between it and all the neighbors and passes them to the
central station where the positions of nodes are calculated.
Then, each node may request its computed position instead
of calculating it. Environmental sensing applications, such as
water quality monitoring, precision agriculture, and indoor
air quality monitoring, are good examples since sensing data
without knowing the sensor location is meaningless for those
applications [26].

The second type of services that can be performed by
an Internet host and requested by a sensor node includes
those which need to store a huge amount of data (usually
in databases). As sensor nodes have a restrict memory
capacity, they are not able to store those data. An example
of this type can be adapted from the electronic nose
proposed in [27]. Defined by the authors as a system capable
of recognizing different gases using signal processing and
pattern recognition techniques, this electronic nose uses a
data warehouse to efficiently store the processed data about
the known gases. A single gas sensor composes the nose,
and the data warehouse information is used to classify the
“smell” sensed by the nose as one of the known gases. This
structure may be used, for instance, in a gas leakage detection
application of a factory that handles different types of gas
(some dangerous and some harmless). In that scenario, a
number of gas sensors would be spread throughout the
factory forming a WSN, and there would be an Internet
node hosting the data warehouse and offering a service for
classifying a given “smell” as one of the known gases. When
a sensor node detects a “smell,” it requests this service to
identify the gas, and, if the gas is classified as a dangerous

one (i.e., inflammable or harmful to the workers health), it
notifies some monitoring application or sounds an alarm.

The third type of services that are more suitable to
be requested from outside the WSN contains applications
that require a global knowledge of the wireless sensor
network. Monitoring applications which fire alarms fit in
this category. In the last years, alarm management has
been a growing research area on industrial automation as
some accidents showed that excessive number of alarms may
confuse decision makers. Hence one of the major challenges
in this area is alarm rationalization, in which the volume of
generated alarms is reduced to an appropriate number so
that a human being can handle them [28]. For that purpose,
the alarm rationalization needs to have a global vision of
the entire monitoring area in order to identify unnecessary
alarms and suppress them. Consider the previous scenario
with a gas leakage detection application of a factory. Adding
the alarm rationalization to this scenario, after detecting a
dangerous gas leakage, a sensor node asks an Internet host
that performs the rationalization service whether the alarm
should be fired.

Alarm rationalization includes identifying, between files
and databases containing tens of thousands of daily records,
patterns that might indicate unnecessary alarms. Hence, it
also fits the other two categories, since it needs to store a big
amount of data and has to perform complex computation
over those data.

5.2. Middleware for Wireless Sensor Networks. A number of
middleware for wireless sensor networks has been proposed
in the last years [29–31]. Those solutions may be classified
into five categories, namely, distributed database, tuple space,
event based, mobile agent, and service oriented.

The distributed database approach treats the WSN as
a large “virtual” distributed data base. Existing middle-
ware systems and middleware follow this approach, such
as COUGAR [32], TinyDB [33], Global Sensor Networks
(GSN) [34], and SINA [35]. These middleware systems
perform in-network processing, such as data aggregation, to
conserve energy by reducing the amount of communication
between sensor nodes. Additionally, Cougar and TinyDB
implement a query optimizer that determines energy-
efficient query routes, whereas SINA incorporates low-level
mechanisms for hierarchical clustering of sensors for efficient
data aggregation and protocols that limit the retransmission
of similar information from geographically proximate sensor
nodes.

TinyLIME [36] follows the tuple space approach, which
is based on Linda [37], a shared memory model where
the data is represented by elementary data structures called
tuples and the memory is a multiset of tuples called a tuple
space. In this model, applications add and read/remove data
from a common tuple space using “in” and “out” operators.
TinyLIME supports application-tunable energy utilization
by allowing the user to turn on and off logging of values
on the sensors. Logged values are available for efficient
aggregation on a single sensor while the basic TinyLIME
operations support aggregation across multiple sensors.
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For the event-based approach, data acquisition support
is focused on the event definition, event register/cancel,
event detection and event delivery. Mires [38] is a typical
event-based middleware which uses the Publish/Subscribe
paradigm, where information providers publish events to
the system and information consumers subscribe to events
of interest within the system. This approach saves energy
by avoiding unnecessary information requests as the sender
only sends a message when an event of interest is detected.

The mobile agent approach considers that WSN appli-
cations need to be highly flexible and adaptive. Hence,
they focus on developing a middleware architecture that
enables application modularity, adaptivity, and reparability
in wireless sensor networks. In this manner, software updates
can be transmitted at the granularity of smaller program
module instead of transmitting an entire monolithic pro-
gram. The key to energy efficiency for middleware that
adopts this approach is for the sensor node applications
to be as modular as possible, enabling small updates that
require little power during transmission. Examples of mobile
agent-based middleware are Agilla [39], Impala [40], and
SensorWare [41].

Finally, the service-oriented middleware approach aims
at providing an abstraction layer between applications and
the underlying network infrastructure in order to shield
the application developers from the low-level complexities
of layers below the application. MILAN [42] and the
middleware proposed in [25] follow this approach. MILAN
focuses on providing QoS to sensor networks applications. It
receives a description of application requirements, monitors
network conditions and optimizes sensor and network
configurations to conserve energy and maximize application
lifetime. The middleware proposed in [25] focuses on the
network reconfiguration capability. It adopts aggregation
service to save transmission energy and an adaptation
policy of decreasing the energy consumption, which may be
implemented by two actions: decreasing the data rate and
turning off some sensors.

WISeMid may be considered a service-oriented middle-
ware, as it provides an abstraction layer between applications
and the underlying network infrastructure, shielding the
application developers from the low-level complexities of
layers below the application. Unlike all the aforementioned
middleware, WISeMid focuses on integrating the Internet
and WSNs at service level by providing transparency of
access, location and technology. In practice, a service that
is offered by a sensor node in a WSN or by a host in the
Internet should be accessed in a uniform way irrespective of
the location of the client or service. Application developers
only need to know the service name to access its operations as
WISeMid takes responsibility for hiding the heterogeneity of
all network low-level mechanisms. Furthermore, WISeMid
is energy aware as it proposes and implements various
energy-saving mechanisms, namely, Aggregation service,
Reply Storage Timeout, Automatic Type Conversion, the
implementation of invocation asynchrony patterns, which
have been described and evaluated in this paper.

5.2.1. Middleware Evaluation Comparison. As described in
Section 5.1, the middleware proposed in [25] allows request-
ing data provided by WSN nodes from the Internet, although
it is not its focus. The Global Sensor Network (GSN) also
allows accessing the sensor data through its virtual sensors.

Besides those, there are further middleware systems that
provide certain integration among WSNs and the Internet.
Many of those middleware are not developed specifically for
WSNs, but they can be used for that purpose. Some examples
are listed as follows: HYDRA (networked embedded system
middleware for Heterogeneous phYsical Devices in a distRib-
uted Architecture) [43], MORE (network-centric Middle-
ware for grOup communication and Resource sharing across
heterogeneous Embedded systems) [44], ANGEL (Advanced
Networked embedded platform as a Gateway to Enhance
quality of Life) [45, 46], SOCRADES (Service-Oriented
Cross-layer infRA-structure for Distributed smart Embedded
Systems) [47] and AMIGO (AMbient IntelliGence for the
networked hOme environment) [48]. Those middleware
systems focus on enabling communication among different
devices (including embedded sensor devices) over the
Internet (actually, all-IP networks).

It may seem suitable to compare our middleware to
those previous ones; however the different goals as well as
the lack of quantitative evaluations make this comparison
unattainable. Among the middleware listed above, the only
one that performs some energy consumption evaluation is
the middleware proposed in [25]. However, its evaluation
consists in comparing the network residual energy with
and without its adaptation policy being used, as its main
purpose is to provide network adaptation capability. The
GSN evaluation is about its scalability with respect to
the query processing latency and internal processing time,
which is not comparable to our focus in this paper. For all
the other middleware, no quantitative evaluation has been
presented so far. For those reasons, we have not presented
comparisons among WISeMid and those middleware in
terms of performance or energy consumption.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we extended WISeMid, a middleware that inte-
grates WSNs and the Internet at service level, by proposing,
implementing, and evaluating some mechanisms for saving
energy in Wireless Sensor Networks.

The proposed mechanisms include an Aggregation ser-
vice which aggregates the last n data sensed by a sensor
node; a SAGe feature, namely, Reply Storage Timeout, that
stores every WSN Reply message for a configurable period
of time and forwards it to all equivalent Request messages
that arrive during this period, avoiding to send Request
messages that will return the same result; an Automatic Type
Conversion that aims at removing unnecessary bytes from
the sensor messages by converting actual argument types
into compatible types that use less bytes to represent the
same value; the implementation of invocation asynchrony
patterns, which enable the client to resume its work immedi-
ately after a remote invocation is sent, preventing the sensor
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application from wasting power for being blocked during a
service requesting.

The evaluation results lead to the conclusion that using
the proposed Aggregation service, a sensor node can save
96.57% of energy, whereas 84.98% less energy is consumed
if the SAGe’s Reply Storage Timeout feature is enabled.
The Automatic Type Conversion saves 4% of energy, and,
although it is not an expressive gain, it still contributes to
the network lifetime extension, mainly when used along
with other strategies. Also, for services that offer only one-
way operations, an asynchronous pattern may be adopted.
When it is necessary to receive an acknowledgment that the
operation has been received by the server, a variation of
the Sync with Service pattern may be used, saving 42.79%
of energy when it synchronizes with SAGe instead of with
the actual server. If that acknowledgment is not essential,
the Fire and Forget pattern may be adopted, consuming
61.27% less than the Synch with Server pattern. Finally,
for request-response operations, a service may implement
the Poll Object pattern and decrease in 43.91% its energy
consumption compared to the synchronous communication
pattern. Additionally, it may follow the Result Callback
pattern and save 50.83% of energy.

In addition to those approaches, we also presented a
power consumption evaluation of an application that uses a
facility provided by WISeMid: the sensor nodes’ capability of
being service requestors. Using two versions of an algorithm
for estimating sensor nodes position, we compared the power
consumption estimation of performing that localization task
in network (distributed version) to requesting it outside
the WSN (centralized version). The evaluation results have
shown that the centralized version saves approximately 98%
of energy compared to the distributed version. Although this
huge energy saving rate comes from particular characteristics
of the chosen application, we believe other applications or
even different approaches of this one may also save energy
when executed outside the network, probably achieving
more modest results.

In terms of future work, further power-saving mecha-
nisms, like a distributed version of SAGe, are now being
developed. It is worth mentioning that, besides saving energy
by allowing loading balance, this distributed version will
also provide fault tolerance to WISeMid since SAGe will
no longer be a single point of failure. Furthermore, we are
also investigating dynamic adaptation mechanisms, which
may be used together with the power-saving mechanisms to
automatically reconfigure WISeMid aiming to prolong the
WSN lifetime.
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